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the acting wasn't smooth and i would get used to a role and then with 8 or 10 hours left in the
shooting schedule, the director would come to tell me that we had to change our approach. i mean,
it was neither practical nor comfortable. we would have to rework the entire scene. for instance, i

wanted to do a dialogue piece for begum jaan but the director had to keep editing it out of the
movie. in cinema terms, i have never been so anxious for a film that i would get carried away with
one scene. i did it with a lot of love and i think it worked. i am proud of that too. i think rajkahini
remains as one of the few films that anyone could watch and keep going for several days. the

experience of making a bengali film and coming from a bengali background was definitely a different
thing. when i did my graduation in history, i wrote a thesis about an uprising of a lady named

rashtrao devi, so this whole film had been a kind of a lifelong dream for me. so i am a hardcore
feminist and i am proud of that too! the actor confesses that she was hurt initially, and took to the
social media to talk about this. she explains that begum jaan was one of the toughest characters

that she has played so far and pointed out that no one could trivialise the hard work that went into
making this film. she said, i am quite empowered that way. i can own things in my own way. i own
my character begum jaan in me. nobody will forget rajkahinis begum jaan. who was the first and

second choice doesnt matter! i have a deep regard for my director and am aware of what the film
has done for me, so there are no complaints. but there is a lingering feeling of disappointment had i
got the national award for it, i would have been happy. the amount of pressure, hard work, love and
passion i put in the film, the battle i fought to get into my toughest character till now, was not trivial.
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say, the thought that this is the first film of my life in which i have planned and scripted, i am curious
as to whether it will rank in my career as i have done a lot of films before. but i feel i am on a higher
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will know. i will be wiser, much wiser. 5ec8ef588b
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